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A key issue to understand urban system is to characterize the activity dynamics in a city—when, where, what, and how activities
happen in a city. To better understand the urban activity dynamics, city-wide and multiday activity participation sequence data,
namely, activity chain as well as suitable spatiotemporal models, are needed. +e commonly used household travel survey data in
activity analysis suffers from limited sample size and temporal coverage. +e emergence of large-scale spatiotemporal data in
urban areas, such as mobile phone data, provides a new opportunity to infer urban activities and the underlying dynamics.
However, the challenge is the absence of labeled activity information in mobile phone data. Consequently, how to fuse the useful
information in household survey data andmobile phone data to build city-wide, multiday, and all-time activity chains becomes an
important research question. Moreover, the multidimension structure of the activity data (e.g., location, start time, duration, type)
makes the extraction of spatiotemporal activity patterns another difficult problem. In this study, the authors first introduce an
activity chain inference model based on tensor decomposition to infer the missing activity labels in large-scale and multiday
activity data, and then develop a spatiotemporal event clustering model based on DBSCAN, called STE-DBSCAN, to identify the
spatiotemporal activity patterns. +e proposed approaches achieved good accuracy and produced patterns with a high level
of interpretability.

1. Introduction

Cities, which are complex sociotechnical systems, are home
to more than fifty percent of the world population [1].
Highly complex urban dynamics and inherent activity
participation pattern, human mobility, and multitude of
trips across various modes naturally emerge from the daily
life of millions of people in urban areas. A fundamental
research question in urban studies is to characterize the
activity dynamics in a city—when, where, what, and how
activities in a city happen. Activity participation is a key
driving force for the human mobility patterns in cities.
Indeed, people travel because of the desire or the need to
participate in a particular activity, such as working, shop-
ping, and entertainment. Understanding when and where

these activities occur at a finer resolution is a key step in
understanding the city dynamics. Previous studies focus on
investigating human mobility pattern using data from
mobile phone [2], social media [3, 4], smart card [5], and
GPS devices [6]. Due to the lack of information about the
purposes behind these movements, these studies often ig-
nore the interplay between selection of destinations for
different activity purposes and mobility dynamics [7]. To
better understand the dynamics and functional character-
istics of cities as related to activity participation, one should
explore the underlying mobility patterns by mining large
volumes of data and model the city-scale activity partici-
pation.+e understanding of the city-scale activity dynamics
has a wide range of applications, such as urban and
transportation planning (activity-based modeling [8]),
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information diffusion [9], activity and location recom-
mendation [10], and targeted advertising [11].

To develop predictable activity models at the city level,
three key challenges should be addressed: coverage, repre-
sentativeness, and scale. Traditional approaches for urban
activity modeling rely on household travel survey, which is
known to be costly and have limited coverage. Some re-
searchers also suggest that travel survey has recall bias as the
respondents tend to forget details of activities other than
major activities such as home and work activities [12, 13].
Recent studies focus more on inferring city-scale activity
participation using large-scale check-in data from location-
based services [14], GPS data [15], and smart card [16].
However, these data sources also suffer from a series of
representativeness issues. For example, frequent check-in
users are only a small group in the population. Moreover, it
is found that the check-in activities are more likely to be
discretionary activities (eating, shopping, entertainment,
etc.) rather than more frequent but regular activities (e.g.,
home and work) [7]. Similarly, GPS and smart card only
capture specific user groups (e.g., taxi users or metro sys-
tem), which are insufficient to capture city-wide activity
participation pattern. Compared with the previous urban
data sources, mobile phone data are massive in scale and
have large spatiotemporal coverage and population repre-
sentativeness, which is ideal for city-wide inference possible.
However, a main challenge is that mobile phone data only
contains spatiotemporal information of the users, without
related activity information. +is requires us to develop
methods to fuse information from multiple data sources for
city-wide activity inference. +is approach allows us to take
the advantage of both the detailed activity information from
datasets with limitations (i.e., travel survey) and the good
coverage, representativeness, and scale offered in the mobile
phone data.

Another challenge is how to model activity dynamics
(spatiotemporal activity pattern) at the city level. Activity
event (participation) data have three dimensions, which are
location (including spatial information, such as longitude
and latitude), time (including activity start time and dura-
tion), and characteristic (including activity type). +e
multidimension structure of the activity data makes the
spatiotemporal activity pattern recognition a difficult
problem. It requires building a model to combine multi-
dimension information of the activity event data and cal-
culate the proximity between activity events.

In this study, we focus on two tasks to analyze urban
activity dynamics: (1) inferring the unobserved activity in-
formation from the mobile phone data; (2) based on inferred
activity information, extracting the spatiotemporal patterns
of the activities. Two models are proposed to tackle these
tasks, namely, activity chain inference model and spatio-
temporal activity pattern recognition model.

1.1. Activity Chain Inference Model. We develop a novel
approach based on tensor-based collaborative filtering
framework to infer large-scale individual-based activity
chains by fusing mobile phone data and travel survey data.

+e proposed approach consists of two submodules: (1) a
rule-based model to identify home and work activities, as
home and work are highly regular activities and can be
accurately inferred frommultiday individual spatiotemporal
trajectories; (2) a tensor-based collaborative filtering (TCF)
model to fuse information from travel survey data and
mobile phone data and infer noncommuting activities,
which makes it possible to fully utilize the hidden infor-
mation in the mobile phone data.

1.2. Spatiotemporal Activity Pattern Recognition Model.
We develop a spatiotemporal event clustering algorithm
based on DBSCAN (STE-DBSCAN) to solve the activity
clustering problem. By defining the distance between activity
events (activity event distance), multidimension information
of the activity data is carefully taken into consideration. +e
proposed STE-DBSCAN algorithm is fast and can be easily
integrated into other big data mining tasks.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

(i) A new method for understanding urban activity
dynamics using big data: with good coverage,
representativeness, and scale of mobile phone data,
we can findmore plentiful and complicated patterns
of urban activity.

(ii) A new data fusion approach for city-wide activity
information gathering, which can utilize the accu-
rate ground truth activity information from travel
survey together with the ubiquitous spatiotemporal
information in mobile phone data.

(iii) A flexible solution for spatiotemporal activity pat-
tern recognition, which can sensitively balance the
effects of time and space.

+e following sections review the related works, intro-
duce the data and the urban context feature extraction,
describe the methodologies of the paper, present the ex-
periment results, and conclude this work.

2. Related Works

2.1. Activity Inference. +ere are many works in the litera-
ture using data fusion on activity inference. Chen et al. [17]
used daytime activity center and nighttime activity center to
identify the home and work location and used distance
constraint with temporal constraint to get the activity chain
of mobile phone users. Phithakkitnukoon et al. [18] used
“activity-aware map” to estimate the most likely activity
related to a specific location and then developed a model to
describe the activity type of users. +is is an example of
combining mobile phone data and point-of-interest (POI)
data. Shen and Stopher [19] used the National Household
Travel Survey (NHTS) data in US to build a trip purpose
imputation model from GPS devices data. In this case, the
trip purposes were inferred based on rules obtained from the
NHTS data rather than directly observed by the GPS devices
data. Allahviranloo and Recker [15] also used the travel
survey data and GPS devices data to mine activity patterns.
Kusakabe and Asakura [16] combined travel survey data and
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transit smart card data to infer trip purposes for metro users.
Moreover, Langlois et al. [20] established a linkage between
multiweek activity sequences of public transport users and
sociodemographic attributes using data fusion. Alsger et al.
[21], Chen et al. [22], and Soares et al. [23] inferred trip
purpose for taxi GPS traces, public transport, and GPS
device traces, respectively, using machine learning method
to extract features and identify patterns. Wang et al. [24] also
used smartphone GPS data to infer trip purpose and travel
mode, but they used smaller sample size (16 volunteers) and
high-density data (GPS data), which is hard to be applied in
the city level. Almost all these works focus on finding rules
which can be used in one of the data sources or building links
between two or more kinds of datasets. As discussed pre-
viously, the datasets considered in these works all contain
certain drawbacks, which limits their applications to ap-
proximate the actual individual activity pattern. For ex-
ample, some models need high-precision data or plenty of
attributes including demographic information, which are
difficult to acquire. We want to find a unified model which
can take full use of labeled activity data (i.e., travel survey
data) and other spatiotemporal data (i.e., mobile phone data)
with less limitation.

2.2. Collaborative FilteringMethod. Collaborative filtering is
a data mining framework which is widely used to infer useful
information from multisource partially observed data. Most
of the work on collaborative filtering focused on the tra-
ditional problems involving only label and data features
[25, 26], but for data with complex structures, e.g., space-
time-value data, these methods are no longer applicable. +e
recent introduction of tensor-based collaborative filtering
models has provided a new solution for complex structured
data. Tensor decomposition (TD) is a powerful tool for the
analysis of multiway data (the dimension of data is at least
three) in neuroscience, signal processing, computer vision,
data mining, etc. [27]. Rendle et al. [28] used three-di-
mensional tensor to recommend tag (a list of words used to
describe an item) for users. Zheng et al. [10] built a user-
location-activity tensor to recommend locations and ac-
tivities, but they did not consider the temporal factor and the
spatiotemporal correlation. More and more researchers use
tensor decomposition in transportation domain recently.
Wang et al. [29] used sparse GPS trajectories to estimate path
travel times using partial trajectory data from multiple data
sources. Ran et al. [30] and Chen et al. [31] used TD to
estimate traffic volume and speed, respectively. As tensor
decomposition enables flexible handling of multiway, sparse,
and partial datasets, it serves as an ideal solution to our
activity chain inference problem.

2.3. Spatiotemporal Pattern Recognition. Many studies also
have been done on this topic. Kumar et al. [32] used sta-
tistical techniques to capture the traffic patterns. Ma et al.
[33] used k-means combined with principle component
analysis and entropy index to extract driving patterns of
taxis. In addition, clustering methods are widely used for
spatiotemporal pattern recognition, such as spatiotemporal

(ST) events clustering [34, 35], georeferenced time series
clustering [36], and ST trajectory clustering [37]. However,
few methods focus on multiple (more than 2) types of ac-
tivity event clustering with consideration of activity par-
ticipation information like location, start time, and duration.
Activity type, start time, duration, and location are basic
information used in activity-based modeling approach
(transportation planning model), epidemic spreading, ac-
tivity and location recommendation, target advertising, etc.

3. Data and Urban Context Feature Extraction

Two datasets from Shanghai are used in this study, which are
travel survey data and mobile phone data (detailed statistics
are shown in Table 1). +e travel survey data contains
139,195 residents’ trip details including trip departure and
arrival time, location of origin and destination, trip mode
and purpose (activity category), and demographic attributes
(age, gender, income, etc.). Activity categories in travel
survey data include work, school, shopping, entertainment,
business, pick-up, and home. Work and school activities are
merged as work activities, because they share similar spa-
tiotemporal activity participation patterns; i.e., both have
events at fixed time and places with relative fixed durations.
Moreover, as pick-up activities are not typical activities that
happen at fixed locations, these activities are not considered
in this study. Mobile phone data covers mobile phone
signaling details including the event (i.e., call, SMS, location
change, power off) time and the relevant base station ID and
user ID. After matching the base stations to their locations,
mobile phone user’s location at the time of a given event can
be approximated. +e spatial resolution of mobile phone
signaling data depends on the service radius of each cellular
tower, which varies with different telecom companies in
different areas; e.g., in China it is about 100 to 500 meters in
urban area and 400 to 10,000 meters in the suburbs [38].

One mobile phone user has 432 records per day.
In addition, we extracted a set of urban context features

for activity inference, including time, geolocation (latitude
and longitude), point-of-interest (POI), and road network
information. POI data includes the location information of
special points in the map, such as school, shop, and gas
station. +e POI data is collected via API of Baidu Map in
2012. +e POI data is used to model the urban function of a
region, and the road network data is used to model the
accessibility of a region. A virtual grid reference is con-
structed by dividing the map into square cells of size
500× 500 meters (considering that the positioning accuracy
of base station in the mobile phone data is about 200 meters
in downtown). +e POI and road network information
within each cell are extracted. +e POI dataset contains
486,615 POIs and are divided into 8 categories, which are (1)
schools, (2) companies, offices, banks, and ATMs, (3) mails
and shopping malls, (4) restaurants, (5) gas stations, vehicle
service locations, parking areas, and transportation facilities,
(6) residences, (7) entertainment and living services, and (8)
hotels, as suggested by [7]. We count the number of POIs of
each category in every cell and create 9 POI features as the
relative proportions of POIs of each category in this cell, as
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well as the relative abundance of POIs (number of POIs in
the cell divided by the maximum number of POIs among all
cells). +e roads in Shanghai road network are divided into 3
categories based on road types, which are freeway, major
road, and local road. Again, we create 4 features for road
network information, including the relative length pro-
portion of each road type in the cell, as well as the total road
lengths of the cell divided by the maximum cell road lengths.
POI distribution and hierarchical road distribution are
shown in Figure 1.

4. Methodologies

+e activity chain inference model contains three steps: (1)
extracting the spatiotemporal trajectories to form a travel-
stay chain for each mobile phone user; (2) identifying the
home and work activities; (3) inferring noncommuting
activities using a tensor-based collaborative filtering ap-
proach that fuses information from both travel survey and
mobile phone data. Once the activity information is inferred,
we build an activity spatiotemporal pattern recognition
model to extract the spatiotemporal activity patterns at city
level through clustering.

4.1. Activity Chain Inference

4.1.1. Trajectory Generation and Activity Point Recognition.
Due to the noise in signal, base station positioning results
may jump at several nearby base stations. +is situation is
called ping-pong phenomenon or ping-pong handover [39].
Most existing solutions that address this issue focus on
increasing hysteresis threshold (used as a spatial constraint
to merge close base stations) to reduce the positioning error
[39]. However, simply increasing the hysteresis threshold
may lead to dropping useful information from the spatio-
temporal trajectories. To provide a better solution, we
propose a spatial-temporal constrained smoothing method
(STCS).

STCS (shown in Figure 2) uses two thresholds to filter
the trajectory.+e first parameter is a spatial stay threshold δ
to constrain fluctuation in spatial dimension, and the second
parameter is the temporal stay threshold τ used to limit the
temporal dimension. When user’s position is fluctuating
within a circle with radius less than δ during period τ, user is
regarded as staying in this circle, and when user’s signal
jumps to a remote location and goes back to the previous
location during time τ, user is regarded as motionless. +e
values of these two parameters are determined based on
domain knowledge, and we want the result of activity point
recognition to fit the domain knowledge of urban plan or

transportation plan. +e spatial stay threshold is selected as
δ � 400 meters considering that the lower bound of walking
trip distance is 500m and the distance we calculate in this
case is the great circle distance. τ is assigned to 30 minutes
based on the analysis of travel survey data in Shanghai,
which is the 5% quantile at cumulative frequency of activity
duration distribution (shown in Figure 3). Based on this
observation, staying at a place for more than 30 minutes is
recognized as an activity stop and the travel-stay chains of all
mobile phone users can be generated.

4.1.2. Home/Work Activity Identification. As home and
work are highly regular activities (in general cases, residents
usually stay home at night and work during daytime) and
mobile phone data is long-term observation data (one
month in this paper), we use a rule-based model to identify
the types of these regular activities. Special cases like working
all night are relatively rare, and transportation planning
studies are more interested in the daytime activities. Resi-
dents’ home and work activity patterns in the travel survey
data are illustrated in Figure 4. We create two time intervals
that capture typical home/work stay time. Home stay time is
set to be during night from 8pm to 7am (next day), and work
stay time is used as the common work time from 9am to
5pm. We introduce two thresholds to filter home and work
activities. For home activity, the home stay time threshold
τH is defined as 260 minutes, which captures 95% of staying-
home activities (Figure 4(a)). Similarly, work stay time
threshold τW is set as 180 minutes based on the 5% quantile
at cumulative frequency of work duration (Figure 4(b)). For
a given user, if his/her night stay time (from 8pm to next day
7am) at a location is larger than τH and this situation repeats
more than 12 days (60% of weekdays in May), the location
can be identified as home location. Work location is
identified in a similar way. Finally, 2,193,517 uses’ home
locations and 1,251,746 users’ work locations can be
identified.

4.1.3. Activity Chain Inference Using Tensor Decomposition-
Based Collaborative Filtering. As mentioned before, our
datasets are multidimensional (including spatial, temporal,
and characteristic information), sparse (there is a lot of
missing information needed to be inferred in mobile phone
data), and partial (travel survey data has limited samples and
recall bias), and we need a unified model which can take full
use of the multisource data. Multidimensional data is often
referred to as a tensor, and tensor decomposition is a
standard technique to capture the multidimensional struc-
tural dependencies. By decomposing the partially observed

Table 1: Description of two datasets.

Data source Data size Period Useful information

Travel survey data
60,032 households
139,195 residents
266,043 trips

One day during Sep. 18–25, 2009
99,565 residents on weekday
39,630 residents on weekend

Activity chains with time and location details

Mobile phone data 3,094,297 users
41,468,071,691 records May 01, 2015–May 31, 2015 Spatiotemporal trajectories
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tensor, the missing data in the tensor can be replaced using
the product of the decomposed results. And because of the
good performance on handling multiway, sparse, and partial
data [29–31], tensor decomposition is an ideal solution to
our activity chain inference problem.

+e user-activity-context tensor in this study is con-
structed using both travel survey data andmobile phone data
(illustrated in Figure 5). +e upper part is filled with filtered
travel survey data, and the bottom part is filled with mobile
phone data in which all activity labels are unobserved except
home and work activities. In the upper part, the non-
commuting activity labels are randomly erased (under
different missing rates) and used as the test set for evalu-
ation. +e vertical dimension of the tensor represents dif-
ferent days of different users. +e horizontal dimension
represents different time slots per day. We divide the day
into 30min time intervals, resulting in an activity chain with
48 elements. Due to the low number of activities during
2am–6am and the need to reduce the dimension of the
tensor, activities during this period are not considered and
the dimension of this mode is reduced to 40.+e third mode
contains activity and spatial-temporal urban context fea-
tures, which include binary activity categories (6 elements,
i.e., home, work, shopping, entertainment, business, and
other), POI features (9 elements), and road network features
(4 elements).

Tucker decomposition and CANDECOMP/PARAFAC
(CP) are the two most popular methods to decompose a
tensor. +e Tucker decomposition of a 3D tensor is illus-
trated in Figure 6. A 3D tensor X is decomposed as the
product of a core tensor G and a set of low rank matrices
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(A, B, C) by each mode. +e CP decomposition can be
considered as a special case of Tucker decomposition when
the core tensor is diagonal and each mode has the same
length as others. More theoretical background on tensor
algebra and Tucker decomposition can be found in Kolda
and Bader [40]. Tucker decomposition typically produces
solution superior to that of CP, as it can capture more
correlation in eachmode and does not need to determine the
rank of the tensor needed in CP decomposition (an NP-hard
problem). Consequently, we use the Tucker decomposition
in this study.

+e Tucker decomposition can be viewed as a gener-
alized form of principal component analysis (PCA) or

matrix factorization (MF). +e Tucker decomposition of a
3D tensor can be illustrated as follows:

X ≈ G×AA×BB×CC, (1)

where X ∈ RI×J×K is a 3D tensor, three matrices
A ∈ RI×P, B ∈ RJ×Q, C ∈ RK×R which are usually called
factor matrices. G ∈ RP×Q×R is called the core tensor which
captures correlations between factor matrices. +e operation
“×A” refers to tensor-matrix multiplication on the mode A.
Each element ofX in Tucker decomposition is computed by

xijk ≈ 
P

p�1


Q

q�1


R

r�1
gpqraipbjqckr,

for i � 1, . . . , I, j � 1, . . . , J, k � 1, . . . , K,

(2)

or equivalently,

xijk ≈ G×AAi∗×BBj∗×CCk∗. (3)

+e tensor decomposition problem can be formulated as
a least square problem (‖ · ‖F represents Frobenius norm),
which is minimizing the total square error between the
original tensor X and a decomposed tensor G×AA×BB×CC:

min X − G×AA×BB×CC
2
F.

����
���� (4)

4.1.4. Solution Approach. +ere are several existing algo-
rithms for solving the tensor decomposition problem [40].
We use an efficient algorithm based on singular value de-
composition (SVD) [41] in this study. +e outline of the
algorithm is presented as Algorithm 1.

Here, matrix B can be initialized by the RB first left
singular vectors from an SVD of the J × IK matrixX(2), and
C is obtained as the RC first left singular vectors from an
SVD of (BTX(2))(3). And a three-way (I × J × K) array X

can be unfolded as X(1)) (I × JK matrix), X(2)) (J × IK

matrix), and X(3)) (K × IJ matrix). +e calculation of
A, B, C uses similar way of update. Using the first mode as an
example, the SVD-based algorithm is updated as follows:
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M
(1)

� X
(1)

(C⊗B),

[A, S, V] � SVD M
(1)

 .
(5)

+e notation ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and
SVD(·) represents the SVD decomposition of a matrix. After
convergent results of A, B, C are obtained, the unfolded core
tensor G(1)) (a P × QR matrix) can be computed as
G(1) � ATX(1)(C⊗B). More theoretical background can be
found in the study by Andersson and Bro [38].

+e above algorithm is applicable for fully filled tensor,
but our case involves a lot of missing values. To handle the
missing data, we fit the decomposed tensor only for the
nonmissing data and use a new loss function:

min
Non−missing

X − G×AA×BB×CC
2
. (6)

Many studies solve the above least square problem
using the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [42]. How-
ever, SGD has a very slow convergence rate and is
computationally very expensive. +is is because SGD
needs to compute gradient and iterate over every element
in the tensor. To improve computational efficiency, we use
an alternative EM-based algorithm to solve the problem.
+e key idea is to iteratively estimate the missing values
using current decomposed tensors until the missing
values converge. +e advantages of the EM-based algo-
rithm are that, at every iteration, we can utilize the highly
efficient SVD-based approach to decompose the tensor,
and it is also computationally more stable compared with
SGD. Kiers [43] has shown that directly solving the least
square problem defined in (7) and using EM algorithm
produce identical solutions, which justifies the effective-
ness of the EM-based algorithm. For brevity, the SVD-
based tensor decomposition method described previously
is referred to as

[G; A, B, C] � TensorDocompose(X). (7)

+e EM-based solution algorithm can be found in
Algorithm 2.

4.2. Spatiotemporal Activity Pattern Recognition. Key issues
of spatiotemporal activity pattern recognition are how to
measure the proximity between activity events (namely,
activity event distance) and how to extract the similar pat-
terns. DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Ap-
plications with Noise) [44] is a clustering algorithm relying
on a density-based notion of clusters and is widely used in
spatiotemporal clustering [45,46]. +e DBSCAN has several

attractive features: (1) it is effective in discovering clusters
with arbitrary shape; (2) it does not require the predeter-
mination of the number of clusters; (3) it can capture the
main patterns and ignore the noise points automatically; (4)
it can be run on a large database using suitable techniques
[47]. +ese advantages make DBSCAN an ideal base
framework for developing customized spatiotemporal
clustering algorithms.

We introduce activity event distance to measure the
similarity between activities, and further develop a spatio-
temporal event clustering algorithm based on DBSCAN
(STE-DBSCAN) to integrate the multidimension informa-
tion of the activity data and solve our spatiotemporal activity
pattern extraction problem. DBSCAN clustering background
is presented in the appendix, and the activity event distance
(Da) is defined as follows:
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where activity event is denoted as a(as, ad, al, at); as, ad, al,
and at represent the start time, duration, location, and type
of the activity, respectively; Dg represents the great circle
distance which is the shortest distance between two points
on a sphere computed using haversine formula; Dtype rep-
resents the distance between activity types; Ms is the
maximum start time difference in the datasets; Md is the
maximum duration difference in the datasets; and Ml is the

Step 0: Initialize B and C

Step 1: From B, C, and X(1), calculate M(1), and then update A

Step 2: From C, A, and X(2), calculate M(2), and then update B

Step 3: From A, B, and X(3), calculate M(3), and then update C

Step 4: If convergence occurs, calculate the core G, else, go to Step 1

ALGORITHM 1: Tensor decomposition algorithm.
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maximum location distance in the datasets. In (9)–(12), δ1,
δ2, δ3, and δ4 are used to adjust the effect of spatial, temporal,
and categorized information of the activity.

Finally, STE-DBSCAN (shown in Algorithm 3) can be
implemented with the model inputs denoted as
STE DBSCAN(Eps, MinFts, Distance Matrix).

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

5.1. Activity Chain Inference. We have conducted a series of
experiments to test the proposed model named tensor-based
collaborative filtering (TCF) model. In the upper part of the
user-activity-context tensor, not all the survey data can be
used and we make strict rules: (1) the activity chain of user
has at least two activity categories; (2) the activity chain
covers more than 12 hours; (3) Each activity has location
information (longitude and latitude). Finally, we get 1634
activity chains from survey data. +e activity inference
model is implemented using the N-way Toolbox in MAT-
LAB [48]. To evaluate the performance of the model, mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) and root mean squared
error (RMSE) are used, which are computed as

xijk
′ � G×AAi∗×BBj∗×CCk∗,

MAPE �
i∈Ij∈Jk∈Kabs xijk − xijk

′ 

i∈Ij∈Jk∈Kxijk

, xijk is non − missing,

RMSE �

�������������������������
1

Ntrain

i∈I


j∈J


k∈K

xijk − xijk
′ 

2


,

xijk is non − missing entries in the tensor,

(14)

where xijk is an element in the user-activity-context tensorX,
xijk
′ is estimated value of xijk, and Ntrain is the number of

nonmissing entries. We use the previously removed activity
labels (excluding home and work activities, as they were
identified before) in the travel survey data as the ground truth
to evaluate the accuracy of the inference results, computed as

score �

1, labelPredic � labelTrue,

0, labelPredic ≠ labelTrue,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Total accuracy �
1

NDtest


i∈Dtest

scorei,

(15)

where label is the activity category and labelPredic is obtained
by selecting the category with the highest value of the activity
category features in the final filled tensor. Besides, we also
use F1 score to measure the test accuracy, which is computed
by harmonic mean of precision and recall as

F1 score � 2 ×
precision × recall
precision + recall

, (16)

where precision is the number of correct positive results
divided by the number of all positive results, and recall is the
number of correct positive results divided by the number of
positive results that should have been returned.

Different groups of input features have been tested
before being selected as the final feature set, and different
values of core tensor dimensions (P, Q, and R) have been
tested to achieve the best model performance. After con-
ducting a series of tests, we selected P � 24, Q � 10, and
R � 14 as the final core tensor size (the original tensor size is
1634 × 40 × 19).

As ground truth activity labels of the mobile phone data
are unknown to us, the activity labels in the travel survey data
are randomly erased and used as the test set for validation. In
ourmodel, mobile phone data and travel survey data are fused
together, and the label prediction problem is transferred to
missing information imputation problem. We designed two
test scenarios to evaluate the proposed framework.

Scenario 1 only uses fine grained travel survey data to
construct the tensor. +is scenario is designed to test the
explanatory and predictive power of the model under dif-
ferent missing rates (different missing rates here mean
different missing ratios of the known noncommuting ac-
tivity labels in the travel survey data). We also compare our
results with other machine learning methods which are used
to infer activity types in other research works.

Step 0: Let Y(1) � X, fill the missing values in Y(1) with random values. Set i � 1.
Step 1: Decompose tensor Y(i):

[G(i); A(i), B(i), C(i)] � TensorDocompose(Y(i))

And
X

(i)
� G(i)×AA(i)×BB(i)×CC(i)

Step 2: Let Y(i+1) � X, fill the missing values in Y(i+1) with values in X
(i).

Step 3: Convergence check:
SSE � i∈Ij∈Jk∈KIijk(y

(i+1)
ijk − y

(i)
ijk)2,

Iijk � 1 if yijk is amissing value inX;

0 otherwise
If SSE< ε, terminate the algorithm, X∗ � G(i)×AA(i)×BB(i)×CC(i). Otherwise i � i + 1, go to Step 1.

ALGORITHM 2: EM-based solution algorithm.
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Scenario 2 combines different sizes of mobile phone data
as well as travel survey data in the tensor. +e sizes are tested
as the multiples of the size of travel survey data.+is scenario
is designed to test the robustness of the model with different
amount of unlabeled activity data.

Results of scenario 1 are presented in Figure 7 and Tables 2
and 3 along with the benchmark methods. Reasonable results
are obtained using the limited urban context features and the
partially observed data. Figure 7 shows the accuracy, MAPE,
and RMSE changing under different limited situation of
information. +e model can stably fit about 80% of the data
including activity, land use, and road network information
even in the extremely missing data conditions (see the red line
in Figure 7). As the input data decreases, the MAPE and
RMSE drop a little bit because the data needing to be fitted
becomes less. +e accuracy gets worse with the reduction of
the information. However, the model still can reach about
48% accuracy only using 10% of the activity data, which
proves the explanatory and predictive power of themodel.We
also present the confusion matrix of two different missing
rates in Table 3. Under the extremely missing condition, the
model performance on business activity is very low because
business activity does not happen at a fixed time and often
happens at central business district (CBD). It is hard to
distinguish business activity with shopping and entertainment
sometimes because they may happen with similar urban
context features. In addition, this makes it difficult for the
model to capture the relationship between users, time,
business activity, and urban features. However, the good news
is that our model tends to regard business activity as other
activity (see the bottom part of Table 3), whichmeans that our
model still has good performance if we only consider
shopping, entertainment, and other activities when we regard
‘business activity’ as ‘other activity.’

We also compare our results with other machine
learning methods (see Table 3 and Figure 8). It should be
noted that none of the four benchmark methods can
handle missing values, so we transfer the problem to
classification problem. +e proposed approach outper-
forms all the four benchmark methods using the same
information. +e related work we discussed before de-
scribes how to use those machine learning methods in
detail. +ere is no solid evidence showing that the rules
deriving from survey data can perfectly and directly be

used in another dataset, and that is the reason we believe
the framework we introduced is a better and reasonable
activity inference model.

+e test results of scenario 2 are presented in Figure 9.
With the increase proportion of mobile phone data, the
MAPE and RMSE become steady after a slight change. In
addition, our model still can stably fit about 65% of the data.
Larger amount of heterogeneous data makes tensor de-
composition harder to reconstruct the original tensor. +e
convergent value of MAPE also suggests that human activity
follows some underlying patterns which can be handled by
the decomposed factors A, B, C and core tensor G, and the
complexity of such patterns does not increase with the
sample size. +e accuracy quickly drops when the size of
input phone data is twice as large as the survey data. +en,
the accuracy keeps stable to about 48% even with the in-
crease of the phone data size to 5 times the survey data. +e
result is coherent with what we got under extremely missing
condition in scenario 1.

5.2. Spatiotemporal Activity Pattern. After inferring all ac-
tivity labels over the city, we can mine the spatiotemporal
activity patterns using STE-DBSCAN. We randomly select

Step 0: ∀m, n in activity event set D,

dist(m, n) � Da

a
m

(a
m
s , a

m
d , a

m
l , a

m
t )

a
n
(a

n
s , a

n
d, a

n
l , a

n
t )

 

Get Distance Matrix

Step 1: Set values of Eps and MinPts.
Step 2: Find and delete all noise.
Step 3: Find all core point set C and border points B.
Step 4: ∀p, q in C,

set cluster numberp � cluster numberq, if dist(p, q)≤Eps.
Step 5: ∀p in B,
find the core point q which is density-reachable from p, and set cluster numberp � cluster numberq.

ALGORITHM 3: STE-DBSCAN algorithm.
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Figure 7: Performance of the model (P � 24, Q � 10, R � 14).
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Table 3: Benchmark test result.

Model Overall accuracy
F1-score

Shopping Entertainment Business Other
TCF (missing rate: 50%) 0.814 0.776 0.814 0.748 0.857
Naı̈ve Bayes 0.405 0.302 0.142 0.206 0.552
SVM 0.425 0.388 0.327 0.091 0.522
Decision tree (DT) 0.731 0.691 0.729 0.741 0.762
Random forest (RF) 0.773 0.749 0.765 0.790 0.795

Table 2: Confusion matrices of TCF results.

Actual\predicted Shopping Entertainment Business Other
Missing rate� 50%
Shopping 1216 (0.771) 57 (0.036) 55 (0.035) 249 (0.158)
Entertainment 179 (0.110) 1203 (0.741) 68 (0.042) 173 (0.107)
Business 50 (0.094) 24 (0.045) 397 (0.749) 59 (0.111)
Other 113 (0.079) 50 (0.035) 12 (0.008) 1264 (0.878)

Overall accuracy 0.814
Missing rate� 80%
Shopping 1375 (0.545) 409 (0.162) 28 (0.011) 711 (0.282)
Entertainment 467 (0.180) 1428 (0.550) 1 (0.0004) 700 (0.270)
Business 77 (0.091) 81 (0.096) 23 (0.027) 667 (0.786)
Other 339 (0.099) 330 (0.096) 14 (0.004) 2739 (0.800)

Overall accuracy 0.593
Overall accuracy after regarding business as other 0.665
+e values in parentheses are proportions.
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Figure 8: Confusion matrices of different models. (a) TCF (50% missing rate). (b) Gaussian Näıve Bayes. (c) SVM. (d) Random forest.
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100,000 inferred activity records derived from mobile phone
signaling data on May 5, 2015 (Tuesday), in Shanghai to
verify the performance of our spatiotemporal activity pat-
tern recognition algorithm. To adjust the clustering results
on time and space (we want to clearly identify different
activity start time and duration from the clustering results,
but we also want to make the activities happening at close
places easily fall into the same cluster), we make the model
more sensitive to time and less sensitive to space by em-
phasizing the time factors δ1 and δ2. We also try to make Eps
less to capture the pattern from the micro perspective. Fi-
nally, under the principle of finding more patterns, Eps is set
to 0.06, and δ1 and δ2 are set to 3 (see Table 4). In addition,
MinPts is set to 10 to capture more common patterns. As a
result, 410 clusters are obtained. +e parameters can be
adjusted in any way we want to meet special applications.

We plot the spatial distribution of different clusters on the
map to illustrate the patterns discovered. Different colors are
used to represent different activity patterns, and average
time information of the patterns is included below the map
(N: cluster number; S: average start time of activity; D:
average duration of activity). Cluster number distribution
corresponding to different activity types is shown in
Figure 10. +e patterns of shopping aPnd entertainment
activities are more diversified than the patterns of home
and work (regular activities), which is consistent with our
daily experience.

Considering spatiotemporal information and activity
type, these 410 clusters depict the urban activity patterns in
fine-granularity of time and space. +e results also illustrate
the complexity of the urban (activity) system. And urban
dynamics of human activity can be modeled by the patterns
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Table 4: Parameter selection result.

Number of clusters
Eps

0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
δ1 � 1, δ2 � 1 218 115 71 59 36
δ1 � 2, δ2 � 2 242 246 178 124 90
δ1 � 3, δ2 � 3 316 410 204 169 152
δ1 � 4, δ2 � 4 262 342 403 432 199
δ1 � 5, δ2 � 5 229 327 359 422 421
+e MinPts is set to 10, and δ3 and δ4 are set to 1.
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Figure 10: Cluster number distribution related to different activity types.
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with different space and time properties. In this section,
because of the space limitations, we only pick partial patterns
in the downtown of Shanghai to show the performance of
our methods. Work is the most important activity in human
life (somework-related patterns are shown in Figure 11). It is
noted that the size of the point in the figure represents the
relative frequency of the activity happening at one place.
Work activities in the morning, afternoon, and evening are
described in Figures 11(a)–11(c), respectively. Normal work
activities begin from 8am to 9am. We can see that the work
activities happening in the evening have less density and are
in the center of the downtown. Figure 11(d) shows the

activity pattern of high-intensity work beginning in the
morning (frequently happening in the center of the city).
Activity patterns related to shopping are depicted in Fig-
ure 12. +e results show a large-scale phenomenon which is
shopping in the early morning, noon, and twilight (shown in
Figures 12(a)–12(c)). Because the activity label of eating is
not included in our activity data (the activity label of eating is
not included in the household travel survey data) and it is
difficult to distinguish the eating and shopping activities, the
results represent the mixed activities of eating and shopping
in the early morning, noon, and twilight. We can also find
the less-density shopping activities happening in the late
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Figure 11: Sample activity pattern related to work. Size of the points represents the relative activity frequency. N: cluster number; S: start
time; D: duration. (a) Entertainment in the early morning. (b) Entertainment in the afternoon. (c) Entertainment in the evening. (d) Long
time entertainment.
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night at the shopping mall of the city (shown in
Figure 12(d)). For entertainment activity, we can find large-
scale entertainment activities happening in the early
morning (in Figure 13(a)), which probably represent the
morning exercise of the residents. Because the selected data
is on Tuesday, we can see that the entertainment activities
have less density in the afternoon and higher density in the
evening (in Figures 13(b) and 13(c)). We can also find long
duration entertainment activities happening with less

density in Figure 13(d). Note that the selected patterns
represent only a fraction of the entire activities in Shanghai.
All these activity patterns are included in the urban dy-
namics of human activity and are helpful to understand and
model urban human activity. +e results prove the effec-
tiveness of the STE-DBSCAN for spatiotemporal activity
pattern recognition. In addition, the good interpretability of
the patterns also points to the reasonable results of the
activity chain inference model.
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Figure 12: Sample activity pattern related to shopping. Size of the points represents the relative activity frequency.N: cluster number; S: start
time; D: duration. (a) Work in the morning. (b) Work in the afternoon. (c) Work in the evening. (d) Long time work in the morning.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose two models to analyze urban
activity dynamics. In the first model, we infer multiday and
all-time activity chains using large-scale heterogeneous and
sparse data sources from urban areas. +e proposed model
overcomes the limitations of existing studies and utilizes the
accurate ground truth activity information from travel
survey together with the ubiquitous spatiotemporal infor-
mation in mobile phone data. +e activity labels of indi-
vidual mobile phone records can be automatically
annotated, which can lead to important applications in
urban transportation planning and activity/location rec-
ommendation systems as well as targeted advertising sys-
tems. +is approach can also be used to infer complete

activity chains from not only mobile phone data and survey
data (which we use here) but also any other type of massive
partial and highly heterogeneous datasets. +e dataset
considered in this work is from Shanghai, China, but this
method is transferable to other urban areas with similar data.
+e results also suggest that this approach is powerful and
robust in handling missing values. +e second model pro-
poses the STE-DBSCAN algorithm, which can automatically
capture detailed spatiotemporal activity patterns. +e results
can tell us when, where, and what activities happen in our
city, and different spatiotemporal activity distributions are
found at different times of the day. +e discovered activity
patterns also confirm the reasonability of the activity in-
ference. Our work can be used to understand urban activity
dynamics at a deeper level, which is important for urban
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Figure 13: Sample activity pattern related to entertainment. Size of the points represents the relative activity frequency.N: cluster number; S:
start time; D: duration. (a) Shopping in the early morning. (b) Shopping in the noon. (c) Shopping in the twilight. (d) Shopping in the late
night.
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planning, disease control, location/activity recommendation
services, etc.

Future research can explore parallelized solution ap-
proaches for the proposed models to more efficiently handle
huge volume of data. Better model performance can be
achieved if more informative features are introduced, such as
detailed urban land use and high-precision survey data
captured by GPS devices.+e results will be more reasonable
if we can use datasets at the same time period, as we made an
assumption that the way people travel did not change too
much from 2009 to 2015. In addition, it is interesting if we
can model how the way people travel changes with the city
development. +e activity spatiotemporal patterns can be
used as an input to future activity prediction problem, which
has wide applications in location/activity recommendation,
targeted advertising, etc.

Appendix

DBSCAN Clustering Background

Some basic definitions for DBSCAN are provided below
[35]:

Definition 1 (Eps-neighborhood of a point).
+e Eps-neighborhood of a point p(NEps(p)) is defined
by NEps(p) � q ∈ D | dist(p, q)≤Eps , where
dist(p, q) is the distance function between two points p

and q, and Eps is the input parameter.
Definition 2 (core point) and Definition 3 (directly
density-reachable).
A point p is core point when its neighborhood of a
given radius (Eps) contains at least MinPts of other
points, where MinPts is also the input parameter. And
these “other points” are said to be directly density-
reachable from p.
Definition 4 (density-reachable).
A point q is density-reachable from p if there is a path
p1, . . ., pn with p1 � p and pn � q, where each pi+1 is
directly density-reachable from pi, for 1≤ i≤ n − 1,
pi ∈ D.
Definition 5 (density-connected).
Two points p and q are density-connected if there exists
a point o such that both p and q are density-reachable
from o.
Definition 6 (border points).
+e border point is density-reachable from another
core point but is not core point itself.
Definition 7 (noise).
+e points which are not density-reachable from any
other point are noise.
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